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“I can thoroughly recommend Amanda for her deep craft knowledge, focus and individual coaching…
This is the art of a top-level theatre director that you can now tap into without the greasepaint!”
Eriks Celmins
~
“Stage presence and emphasis was a big light bulb moment for me. Where to stand on the stage, how to
emphasise what you are saying or change where you want your audience's attention to go…
I recommend Amanda to professionals wanting to improve their public speaking and video presence.
She has made me a more confident speaker and made my stage presence greater.”
AJ Harrington

Speaking Topics

Bio

Mistakes to Avoid On-Camera
This talk highlights 5 common mistakes people
make on camera, and how to overcome them.
Lighting, background, mindset, voice.
Time: 20 to 60 minutes

I translate the actors and director’s skillset (my
background for 20 years) to corporate leaders, business
owners, and speakers teaching strategic and effective
public speaking, video, and presence. Success requires
the ability to influence so I teach how to overcome fears
and imposter syndrome, represent a company
professionally, and confidently excel in the authority of an
influential leader.
At Rewards Drama we focus not only on stagecraft, voice,
body, and on camera work, but also on the importance
and power of our own voice.

Presenting Successfully
What do you need to know to master the
stage? This talk covers stagecraft, voice,
mindset, and exercises.
Time: 60 to 180 minutes
Persuasive Presenting
This is the signature Rewards Drama Training.
Mindset, Personality, Preparation, Stagecraft,
Common Mistakes, Voice: Inflection,
Enunciation and Projection, Body Language
and Position, Exercises, Filming,
Memorisation, Focus, Improvisation.
Time: Half Day to Two Days

I reside in Melbourne, Australia and I train, consult, and
speak online and in person.

Featured in
Amanda has been an expert speaker at conferences,
workshops, podcasts, and radio.
Featured in the ‘Next Level Business’ Summit; ‘Love
Learning’ Podcast; ‘Take Back Control’ Retreat; ‘Annual
Teacher’s Conference’; ‘VET Gurus’; ‘EmPower Hour’
Radio; ‘Engage4Insights’ Podcast and many others.

Offerings and Rates
(for virtual speaking. In person rates slightly higher)

Presentation
20-60 minutes
USD $1600-$3000

Keynote

Seminar

60-180 minutes
USD $3000-$9000

4 hrs-2 Days 16hrs
USD $9500-$25550

